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I’m dedicating this issue to people; those who ‘do’, quietly or otherwise, and in doing so enrich the
lives of the rest of us. Firstly, there’s an appreciation of Katherine Sulch – apart from being a wife
and mother, she was a stalwart for the Club for many, many years without even having been a
member. Next there’s a brief note about Richard Harper, discovering a light under his bushel, so to
speak, and finally the negative and some positive of the trashing of the Market Deeping show.
On the back of this I’m reminded of a recent discussion on a model railways group on Facebook –
“Anyone else steer well clear of clubs due to ‘rules’ and fake snobbery?" I did respond, along the
lines of a club is like anything in life, it can’t be all things to all people. However, if you are
generally like-minded and can be patiently tolerant at least occasionally, you can benefit from others’
knowledge and experience as well as offering your own skills. We all want different things; but I like
to think we’re a sociable bunch, and that our lives are better for being part of the Club – and our
combined efforts have entertained thousands at our own and other shows over the years. Perhaps the
camaraderie is reason enough, but look at what we add beyond that.
Alan
In this issue:
Club Notes:
Layouts:
Timetable:
Members’ Matters:
Feature:
Traffic:
Notice Board:

Updates on activities
The latest updates for each
Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local rail tours
A Cautionary Tale – A Foray into O Gauge - Bern
Oil Train – Yeehaw!
Notes on the local rail scene.
Projects, suggestions, hints & tips

The Picture
Katherine, with Dick and daughter Clare.
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CLUB NOTES
Katherine Sulch
I asked Alan Burkinshaw to write an appreciation of Katherine.
Earlier this year we lost a long time helper to the club. Katherine “Kitty” Sulch passed away on the
4th August after a period of illness.
Dick took on the role of organising the catering at our show, but quickly Katherine took over the
leadership. She undertook this role for over 25 years and only gave up as her illness took hold. As you
all know we have regularly successfully had good surpluses at our show, and a major contributor to
that is the catering with over £5,000 through that period. So Katherine has had a huge impact on the
prosperity of the club. Not only did she do a lot of the planning, she worked hard on the day and every
year managed to find helpers who had nothing to do with the club to come and help.
The thoughts of all of us are with Dick at this difficult time.
Richard Harper
Alan Burkinshaw visited the Intelligence Corps
museum at Chicksands recently and found this
article in its newsletter, celebrating Richard
Harper’s ‘other life’ as a volunteer.
Richard says “I went to a NADFAS (fine arts society)
meeting in Bedford with Carol, to listen to a
lecture. An advert at the door asked for
volunteers to clean medals at the IC Museum.
Medal cleaning not my thing but ‘Intelligence
Corps’ and ‘Museum’ caught my attention rang them up and asked if they were looking
for volunteers for other work. Rest is history.
Glad I did, it was fascinating in the Archives,
met some great people and very happy to be
involved with it still. A visit is well worthwhile
- you just need to ring them up and book a
time/ day. Having visited you might decide to
become a Friend, in which case I will be happy
to enrol you. At £17.50 p.a. it’s a snip. And
we are such nice people too”
So apparently there are activities other than
railways! One never knew!
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I’m sure you’re all familiar with the trashing of the Market Deeping model railway show at Stamford.
The case recently came to court and prompted updates on progress, as follows:
Firstly a report on the court case (dated 19 August)
Three drunk and ‘mindless’ youths have been handed referral orders after deliberately trashing a
model railway exhibition worth £30,000.
The schoolboys, along with a fourth defendant, shared a bottle of vodka as part of a ‘pre-exam night
out’ before going on a 4am ‘rampage’ and destroying the exhibition, a court heard.
Members of the Market Deeping Model Railway Club said a ‘life’s work’ had been destroyed during the
vandalism on May 18, with some displays taking years to complete.
The 16-year-old defendants, who cannot be named for legal reasons, had decided to play football in
the gym at the Stamford Welland Academy in Stamford, Lincolnshire, and continued their game
despite displays being destroyed. Lincoln Youth Court was told the youths then deliberately pushed
tables over and threw parts of displays at the wall in what they themselves described as an act of
‘stupidity’.
After police were called due to a notification from the school’s alarm system, the youths were
eventually found in the school toilets and arrested.
At court on Monday, the four boys admitted criminal damage. Three of the youths were handed 12month referral orders and their parents were also ordered to pay £500 in compensation. A fourth boy,
who also appeared in court, was told he would be sentenced on September 2.
More than £107,000 has been raised by members of the public to repair the exhibitions, to which the
club chairman told the PA News Agency he was ‘overwhelmed’. Singer Sir Rod Stewart, a long-standing
model rail enthusiast, personally donated £10,000 to the club after hearing about the vandalism.
At the sentencing hearing, Chairman of the bench of magistrates, John Lock, told the youths: “In
nearly 20 years on the bench, I cannot recall such a case as this, of mindless, wanton destruction. It
beggars belief. In the dead of night, when people are in their beds in the main, you were out playing
football, which is extraordinary at that time of night. You came across the displays and models, all of
you, and not content with kicking a ball, you then went on a rampage. The mindlessness comes shining
through.”
Despite the damage caused, the magistrates decided not to send the boys to custody. Mr Lock
continued: “It would not be right to put you into custody. You have all got good futures and it is right
that you make best use of them. There will be a referral order. It will last for 12 months, which is the
longest you can make an order for, there would be a wish that you could make it longer, but you
can’t. Nothing can compensate for what you did that night”.
Opening the case against the youths, prosecutor Shelley Wilson said the four boys had made
admissions in interviews about the damage. Speaking of one of the boys, Ms Wilson said: “He said he
went in to play football and to sleep. They saw the displays but continued to play. He claimed (the
damage) was accidental. He then said he pushed over a few displays and caused some damage, as did
the others.”
The court heard how one model railway enthusiast from St Neots Model Railway Club, John Kneeshaw,
who had contributed to the exhibition, had been on the receiving end of £15,000 worth of damage.
One of Mr Kneeshaw’s displays, which was around 20ft long, 12ft deep and 6ft wide, was valued at
around £5,000, with all of his models taking 20-25 years to build in what he described as a ‘labour of
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love’. Reading a statement by Mr Kneeshaw to the court, Ms Wilson said: “You can’t just buy them,
they are all made by me and are unique. I am in total shock as to what has happened and why. The
cost emotionally is very high, this is years of work and I do not understand why anyone would want to
do this. It is truly devastating. It had been systematically destroyed by whoever had done it, the
damage is not repairable or replaceable.”
One of the boys’ defence solicitors, Lynford Fuller, said they were “in drink”, which may have
“impaired their judgment”. The youths apologised for their behaviour, while their parents said they
were “ashamed” and “disappointed”.
Our offer to Market Deeping Model Railway Club
I’d written to the club offering our support, and this is their reply:
I’m sorry it has taken so long to respond properly to your generous offer. We have been
totally overwhelmed by the generosity of so many amazing people.
We now have support in place locally and are busy sorting all the donations we have received.
It was all a huge shock to see when the disaster happened and, as I’m sure you’ll understand,
we want to try to move on from it as fast as possible! While we’ll never forget what
happened, rebuilding and planning for the future must take priority now.
We are establishing a charitable trust which will manage both financial and “in kind”
donations. It will have the twin priorities of helping those directly impacted by the disaster
(and for some time to come) and the setting up of local, professionally staffed youth railway
modelling projects. The first will be at the academy where the disaster happened and the
second in Market Deeping. We shall provide the skills and resources for those projects. We
will probably also be in a position to support other clubs but in ways as yet to be determined.
It will take us some time to recover from the disaster. Recover we shall though and in new
ways for our club
Thank you for your expression of support
Jennifer Ashwood
Peter Davies’ Statement
The Chairman of the Market Deeping Club statement, published on UK Model Shops web page:
"We are slowly rebuilding 'Woodcroft', extensively damaged in the disaster will be complete
and on display at Warley, in Peterborough and our own show in Stamford in May next year.
Knowl End (a layout for youngsters to operate) was totally beyond repair sadly. It has had to be
junked. Mitchell Junction will rise in its place. It is at the planning stage and baseboard
materials are on order. We anticipate tracklaying will commence in about a month. First, we
have to experiment with a new form of baseboard clip held together with super magnets to
avoid us 'old men' having to crawl underneath to insert bolts to hold it all together!
Mitchell Junction is intended to be a perspective layout in which both N and OO gauges will be
used. With an outer analogue OO track simply for trains to go round, an inner digital OO track
with sound-fitted locos and an analogue N gauge set up too, three people will be able to
control trains at once (One more than Knowl End had capacity for).
Sadly, other layouts for the exhibition could not be saved and members of St Neots club with
them on display are absolutely distraught at the devastation. We are all trying to move on and
plan for the future but it takes so much time.
As a club, we are managing to meet all commitments to which we previously agreed, taking
layouts to others' exhibitions though, sadly, not with layouts that were initially booked because
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of the damage to them. Very prompt insurance payouts (via and thanks to Magnet, Quadra
Claims and Ansvar insurance) have ensured that all damage has been paid for though, of
course, nothing can replace the time, love and skill which has gone into crafting and building
the models themselves. The loss of those will and for always be with us all.
As a result of the amazingly generous donations we received, we are establishing a charitable
trust to support those directly impacted by the disaster, to support a variety of youth projects
and to develop education projects related to the heritage, history, development and skills of
railway modelling. The trust will manage both the money and stock we have so generously
been donated. It is taking incredible amounts of time but, with so much money and so many
donations of stock, we have to ensure we handle it all at the best professional level we can.
I'm sure you will have seen the result of the court case earlier this week. The youngsters
involved will carry those convictions for the rest of their lives and it could well blight future
prospects for them. I find it so sad that wrong choices, taken while influenced by others, can
have such a devastating effect on us, our layouts and their lives. Nothing can turn the clock
back but I'm sure they (and I know we) wish that were possible.
We have suffered the worst devastation of a model railway exhibition ever. It was a first. We
all hope that it will be the last. Next year (still at Stamford Welland Academy and with
overnight security provided by a highly reputable security company that provides security for
the "real railway" system) our show will be over two days instead of one (16-17 May). It will
also be twice the size it was planned to be this year. We will have many more layouts on
display and traders present than ever before. I hope you can join us."
I think you can see from these comments that the Market Deeping club is putting a very brave face on
this and very much looking to the future – well done them - and if any of you wishes to volunteer to
help steward their show, then well done you too – simply make contact with the club, or through me.
Late news is that we have a potential invite to their show for 2020, with Cheriton.
As an addendum to all this ‘people-oriented’ subject matter, there are others in the Club who make a
difference through volunteering. Most of you may be aware, but not all, I’m certain – Alastair helps
with the preservation of 34081 ’92 Squadron’ at the Nene Valley Railway, and the Smallford station
project (part of the Alban Way Heritage Society), and even as a marshal for the Isle of Man TT races.
Then there’s Dick and Alan Burkinshaw – for many, many years they’ve volunteered as buffet crew on
the Ffestiniog Railway for a week each September, and Alan also volunteers about 4 days per month,
again in the buffet, on the Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway. If I’ve missed anyone it’s because I
don’t know about it!
Here’s Alan, hard at work .... Sort of. Maybe auditioning for the part of Trevor Howard? Seen on my
recent trip to the GWR, 18 September. (The train engine was 7903 by the way)
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Next meeting is 8 October, with the AGM scheduled for 12 November.
If you have any business to raise, please let us know.
Shows & Trips
Cheriton Bishop attended Kettering on 14 September and performed well – which was much
appreciated as we took the decision not to road-test her before the outing. Apparently the local
mayor attended and was much impressed by all the layouts.
Out of the blue, the organisers of the Bristol show contacted us to ask – tentatively- if we could take
Sutton to their show on 1st to 3rd May next year, but as of 30/9 the invite was withdrawn, hopefully
deferred.
We also were asked – at just one week’s notice – if we could fill in for a late withdrawal
for this year!
The same person also organises the Fareham show and has nominally invited Cheriton for October next
year, but has asked us to quote for both Cheriton and Sutton – together – for Bristol and Fareham. At
30/9 we also received a possible invite for Market Deeping, to take Cheriton to their show on 16/17
May 2020. Hopefully that will make up for Bristol.
EBMRS Show 2020
Next year’s show is 15 February and once again the Milton Keynes show will clash; they are now a two
day show. It’s also affecting our traders, as we look like losing two, so, as ever, anything we can
collectively do to promote our show is vitally important.
Other news
I mentioned last time that we were to look at rigging up some weather protection in the club room.
We haven’t had the chance to take this further yet, but Roy has mentioned recently that he has some
tall ladders and a platform, so that could be an enormous assistance in actually managing to do the
work. I intend to raise this at the next committee meeting.
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHN’S WOOD
Well. Where do I start? There’s been all sorts of fun and games this period. Jim has laboured his
pains-taking way through the electrics on the scenic boards and is currently on board BBK (the west
end of the scenic side, 5th board along from the east side). It will soon be possible to carry out a test
of the scenic sections together, though we are still carrying out some repairs to tracks at board edges,
and fitting point tie-bars. Thanks go to Simon for his efforts there.
Whilst the electrics is progressing we’ve been fitting board protectors to the other boards, and most
boards now have them fitted or prepared.
Board mis-alignments are something of a concern on the fiddle yard side, though the scenic boards
seem fine. As we work through the boards we’ll need to check the board surfaces are truly flush with
each other. Another aspect we should have resolved earlier is that the main fiddle boards do not yet
have any bracing fitted, and so each board will need to be treated carefully to ensure it is still flat
and square.
For a while now we’ve been not-so-diligently laying the fiddle yard track on copperclad sleepers. This
has not gone the way I imagined, the idea being that the fiddle yard was of consistent appearance.
The track would also have been cheaper than buying, say, Peco flexible track. Unfortunately we’ve
managed to mis-manage our stock of copperclad and ended up with two thicknesses, one at 1.6mm
and one at 1.06mm, which has made for some interesting soldering challenges and ultimately uneven
track. This has been exacerbated further by difficulties in ensuring the fiddle tracks were properly
straight and consistently spaced, despite marking out the boards. This has culminated in a meeting
of minds (insert EBMRS member-related joke here!) to consider the options, and we took the bold
decision to scrap the majority of the plain track and copperclad we’ve already laid, and to work out
what flexitrack we will lay in its place. We are also looking at the opportunity to marginally increase
the track spacing to aid the use of loco lifts.
The track we use will be a choice between Peco
(£3.00 or so a yard) or SMP Scaleway (£4.00 or so a yard) depending on what’s the best fit with the
height of the remaining copperclad track, and as the need will be something like 60 yards it could
easily cost £250. Cest’t la vie, and a small lesson in planning too.
In the meantime Bern has relaid his test track with 3rd and 4th rails using the gauge made by Steve
Brown, and they do look the part. At some point soon he’ll be relaying the lines on the scenic
section.

I’ve finished the design for the point rodding and now need to decide where to source parts, from the
likes of Wizard models, Brassmasters or Ambis Engineering.
In places we may need to scrape a
channel through the ballast, which is why it’s important we don’t do too much scenic work before the
rodding is in place.
Alan Cooper
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Bern and I have been casually looking at the station and street
lamps needed, and currently there is probably only one relatively
close match to the style we need for each available
commercially – unless you know of any possibilities? Here’s the
two styles….

Signals are also being reviewed. Apart from a few shunt signals, we need only 4 posts, with one
wall-hung colour light signal already built and attached to the Finchley station building. The 4 to build
include 1 bracket with a colour light signal, 2 single post semaphores and one bracket semaphore with
a couple of arms. Bern fought himself into a corner and volunteered to build them!
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Board alignment joints to be checked and completed.
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared, this is the next priority.
 Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards without having to set up
any of the fiddle yard section.
Track







Continue electrical gapping on the fiddle yard track.
Repairs to scenic boards
Point rodding Items to be identified and purchased.
3rd & 4th rails to be re-laid.
Stubs on the end of the two council yard sidings need to be laid, to the end of the cork base.
Uncoupling magnet and loco lift positions are now being resolved, items yet to be purchased.

Presentation
 Lighting the layout - Jim is firming up an approach. Its attachment to the layout has been
considered by Dave Sutton (this has been done very successfully on other layouts)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, still on the agenda.
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Scenic work
 There will be a few outbuildings needed for the yard. The Electricity Works would be a nice
addition but may not be practical; it is very big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley is prepared, with the final positioning of
buildings marked out. We may need to adapt positions of some of the buildings at the entrance
to the goods yard.
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond. How we represent Arkwright Mansions above the Finchley
Road cutting has been sketched out, and will require some detailed painting.

SUTTON-ON-SEA
Now that the signals should all work we will schedule a few running sessions during Spring next year,
hopefully with an invite to Bristol show being confirmed by then. It’ll be a good challenge to learn
the operation of the layout with the signals in place.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Fit new baseboard end protectors.
 Produce a ‘Quick Guide’ for layout assembly
 Ensure the layout fits the new trestle assembly beams
Electrics
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
otherwise:
 Consider adopting the Finchley lighting rig for Sutton too, especially considering we are moving to
using beams and trestles.

CHERITON BISHOP
Cheriton performed well at Kettering, with only a minor point motor failure to resolve on the day.
That’s pretty pleasing considering we took a chance in not having a pre-show test.
Cheriton may go to Market Deeping in May and/or Fareham in October next year.
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AYLESBURY TOWN
The key things remain the layout’s supports, scenic items below baseboard level (streams, engine
shed pits), fiddle yard design, backscene and lighting.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Nigel & Alastair
are planning to progress this.
 Studying the plan and photographs it’s clear there’s a couple of small streams/culverts that
exist around the station. This needs some consideration about how they’ll be represented,
e.g. by cutting away some of the baseboard.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as
the impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of
scale and construction needed for the detailed models. Volunteers please.
Track
 Fiddle yard design – south end is agreed, north end agreed in principle.
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track to be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic section. Paul Moss obtaining some components
to trial first construction of some points
Electrics
 Original specification is DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes is, at possibly half the cost of buying new. I’d like to push
on with the debate for this – but it sounds like a no-brainer.
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2019
1-Oct
8-Oct
15-Oct
22-Oct
29-Oct
5-Nov
12-Nov
19-Nov
26-Nov
3-Dec
10-Dec
17-Dec
24-Dec
31-Dec
7-Jan
14-Jan
21-Jan
28-Jan
4-Feb
11-Feb
Sat 15-Feb
18-Feb
25-Feb
3-Mar
10-Mar
17-Mar
24-Mar
31-Mar

CLUB TIMETABLE
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Activity notes

Reserved for AGM
Preparations for 2020 show should now be getting moving

(book restaurants for show day)
Christmas Eve, no club night
New Year’s Eve, likely no club night as there’s probably a do on!

Show prep
Finalise show prep
EBMRS show day

Other show news
01 to 03-May
Tentative invitation for Sutton to the Bristol show
2020
Tentative invitation for Fareham show
Oct-20
Possible invite for Finchley to Stevenage
Jan-21
Cheriton invited to Stafford (postponed from 2020)
Feb-21
Possible invite for Finchley to Leamington, LNWRS anniversary event
Mar-21
 We also have had contact with Fareham, but nothing is forthcoming at present.
 We’ve cheekily asked Tony Wright to get an invite to Glasgow
 There have been enquiries from Taunton and Swansea for Sutton, via a Facebook page
for model rail exhibitions – potentially we can advertise our layouts there occasionally.
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

01-Oct

RCTS-B

Railways of Northamptonshire Part 2. Robin Cullup

03-Oct

RCTS-MK

05-Oct

Model event

08-Oct

RCTS-C

A DMU Miscellany, Robert Warburton

08-Oct

RCTS-H

'London to Velke Kapusany, a 21st Century Odyssey', David Jackman

10-Oct

LCGB-A

Named Trains of the Midland Main Line, Ray Schofield

12&13-Oct

Model event

The Great Electric Train Show, Milton Keynes

12-Oct

Model event

Rutland O Gauge group, coarse 3 rail running day, Wansford

19-Oct

Rail tour

26&27-Oct

Model event

Corby MRS show

26-Oct

Model event

Chiltern Hills Vintage Train Group show, Amersham

29-Oct

RCTS-W

'Along the Tracks from Home and Away', Steve Batty

30-Oct

HMRS

31-Oct

SLS

03-Nov

Collector event

05-Nov

LCGB-B

07-Nov

RCTS-MK

09-Nov

Model event

12-Nov

RCTS-C

12-Nov

RCTS-H

'Closed Stations in North London', Jim Connor
March MRC open day

THE YORKSHIREMAN Ealing Broadway-Corby - York 46233/60009

Northamptonshire Railways Part 5 The SMJ, Robin Cullup & Barry Taylor.
West Riding Steam, Derek Huntriss
J & J Fairs Ltd, St Ives
The Last Years of Steam Around The East Midlands, Michael Clemens
'HS2 In 2019', Chris Jordan
Kempston MRS show

NLRHS

From Rookie Journalist to Grumpy Old Man, David Percival
'American Rail Rover', Big country, big trains, large loads and more
John Day
Bricklayers Arms Branch, Tony Riley

14-Nov

LCGB-A

Bulleid’s Pacifics, Colin Boocock

16-Nov

Model event

Royston MRC show, Bassingbourn

16-Nov

Collector event

794 Preservation Society, Northampton

22-Nov

LCGB-B

AGM and Off the Footplate, Bill Davies

24-Nov

Collector event

Joe Lock Model Railways, Aston Clinton

26-Nov

RCTS-W

13-Nov

14:00

27-Nov

STS

'The Railways of Western France', Michael Bunn
An evening of discussion and viewing members' current modelling
projects. There will also be some layouts to run models on as well.
Railway Scenes, Bryan Cross

28-Nov

SLS

The Robert Whitfield Collection 1948-1958, Tony Bowles

30-Nov

Model event

02-Dec

RCTS-MK

03-Dec

RCTS-B

07&08-Dec

Model event

27-Nov

10-Dec

18:30

14:00

12-Dec

HMRS

RCTS-H
RCTS-A

Letchworth MRS show, Arlesey
'Freight Then and Now', Brian Ringer, at Roade
The Norfolk and Suffolk Joint Part 1, Brian Sullivan
National Festival of Modelling, Peterborough
'Cane Train Odyssey - The cane tramways of Queensland and Fiji,
Patrick Keefe
Steam in the Fifties on Film, Frank Banfield

13-Dec

SLS

17-Dec

RCTS-W

'A 92 Squadron and Nene Valley Update', Steve Lacey

17-Dec

LCGB-B

Christmas Meeting

Alan Cooper
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Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
SLS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB-A
LCGB-B

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
St Albans meetings at 7:30pm on Thursdays at Chiswell Green United Reformed Church
Bedford meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL

Model Event

See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory

42XX Class Prairie 4270 at Cheltenham Racecourse station on 18 September. The loco was originally
in service from 1919 until 1962.
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MEMBERS' MATTERS

A Cautionary Tale - A foray into O Gauge
My wife's uncle Alan was an accomplished modeller and when he died five years ago, at the grand old age of 89,
one of his O gauge models, an ex-LBSCR Class A1X 0-6-0T, a Stroudley Terrier, passed to me. The model was nicely
made, but, for some obscure reason, he decided to finish it as one of only two that were sold to the Weston,
Clevedon and Portishead Railway in 1925. Prototype information is a bit sketchy but, as far as I can tell, Alan's
chosen loco was originally LBSCR No 43, 'Gipsyhill', and on its transfer to the WC&P in 1925 it became WC&P No
2, 'Portishead'. The line closed in 1940 and the railway, including No 2, 'Portishead', was purchased by the GWR
who renumbered it as their No 5 and repainted it in Brunswick Green. It passed into BR stock as No 5 in 1948, was
withdrawn in 1950 and scrapped in 1954. Alan's model was built to show it in its 1940 - 1948 condition, as GWR
No 5 and, as it was an attractive loco, I kept it in my study as
a display piece.
I was happy to leave it on static display until, in an idle
moment, I thought, "I know, I'll renovate Alan's A1X. To my
certain knowledge it hasn't turned a wheel in over ten years,
but maybe I can get it going again. Just a quick job. Maybe
chuck some paint at it and change it from its pretty, but
slightly bizarre, GWR green livery into a more familiar BR
mixed traffic livery. Something to amuse me in between
doing stuff for Finchley Road. I'll find some photos on the
web and lash something together. Nothing fancy; shouldn't
cost much or take very long."
Yeah, right. A search through prototype photos on the web showed that Alan researched his subject well, as he
correctly fitted the GWR lamp irons and brass bunker-side numbers that were applied to No 5 post-1940. These
were clearly non-SR fittings and would have to go if I was going to convert it to a BR loco. Also, the steam pipes
and vacuum pipes were bent or broken and I would have to add a smokebox number plate. I unscrewed the body
from the chassis, removed the offending pipework, lamp irons, roof (you'll see why later) and GWR number
plates, made good the body work where parts had been removed, removed the sprung buffers, sprung screw
couplings and gave the whole thing a good clean with Jif and an old toothbrush.
A hunt through the internet took me to the Laurie Griffin website and some lovely lost-wax brass castings for the
steam pipes, vacuum pipes and short and extended SR lamp irons. These were duly purchased for the princely
sum of £32.00 and were all fixed to the body. It sounds straightforward……it wasn’t! The pipework didn't present
any problems, nor did the smokebox number plate (a piece of scrap brass) or the short lamp irons, but the
extended lamp irons have to be fitted immediately behind the short ones and were more tricky. For strength, I
decided to solder the lamp irons in place but, when adding the extended irons behind the short ones, the
solder/flux flashed into the solder used to fit the short ones, with the result that they both fell off! For the same
reason it was also hard getting them all vertical and they tested my patience more than somewhat. I won in the
end, but it was a juggling act between the amount of solder used, the temperature of the iron, the amount of flux
applied and my ability to get in and out quickly with the iron before disaster struck.
After that, it was back to the sink for another scrub and clean up before giving it a coat of red oxide primer and,
when it was thoroughly dry, a coat of satin black from a rattle can. As the inside of the cab on an O gauge loco is
much more visible than on an OO gauge one I felt that I ought to detail that as well. I anticipated this at the outset
and had already removed the roof, so I painted the inside of the cab above waist level with Precision P95 SR
Cream and picked out all the brasswork, gauges and other detail in appropriate colours. At this stage I also
painted the buffer beams red. It was starting to look more like a conventional Terrier and my thoughts turned to
lining and numbering. I decided to model No 32636, as it was one of the last still in traffic in 1955 and I had seen a
photo of it in fully lined BR mixed traffic livery during my excursions around the internet.
Alan Cooper
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OO gauge transfers can be sourced quite easily and cheaply, but in O gauge everything is much more expensive. I
had a hunt around the internet and purchased a BR mixed traffic lining pack, comprising straights, corners and
boiler bands from Fox Transfers. It was £34.60, which I thought was excessive, but sourcing the various elements
separately wasn't any cheaper. I then ordered a BR numerals pack and some lion-on-wheel totems from
Modelmaster for £19.38. Unfortunately, despite containing three sizes of numbers and totems, they were all too
large for the diminutive Terrier and the numerals sheet didn't even include any smokebox numbers. Out of both
packs the only transfers that were usable were for the 0P power classification on the bunker side! I went back to
the Fox site and bought their small totems pack for £7.69.
A further hunt around the web for the numerals took me to Railtec Transfers. Their range is prodigious and I
didn't find their website easy to navigate, but I eventually realised that they will produce custom numbering packs
to suit any individual loco. Each pack includes three-dimensional transfers (which are really effective) for the
smokebox number and shed plate and conventional two-dimensional transfers for the cab/bunker-side number. I
knew I would have a problem with the bunker-side number as the Terrier's bunker is very narrow and, once the
lining is applied, there is only 12.5mm left for the number. Railtec were brilliant and prepared a one-off set of
transfers for me tailored to fit the space available on the loco. It was remarkable customer service and, at £6.19 a
set including postage, great value. I just wish I knew about them before I bought the Modelmaster ones. After I
applied all the transfers I gave the loco a finishing coat of Humbrol Acrylic matt varnish and re-fitted the sprung
buffers and screw couplings.
At this point it occurred to me that the loco really ought to have a crew. Modelu produce some splendid 3Dprinted loco crew figures in a variety of poses and scales, so I ordered a suitable driver and fireman for £18.00.
They are beautifully crafted and provide the perfect finishing touch. I painted and fixed them in the cab and
intended to re-fix the roof in place, but decided at the last minute to leave it removable so I could photograph the
cab interior with the figures in place. If the join between the cab and roof looks a bit uneven in the photos, that's
the reason.
With the body completed I took a look at the chassis. I tidied up the paintwork, which had got a bit chipped over
the years, then tested it for running. I was surprised to find that it wasn't too bad, just a bit stiff and, after a cleanup and oiling, I tested it again. It ran better this time, but still wasn't perfect. However, I convinced myself that, as
it will always be essentially a display piece, I could live with it. I re-attached the chassis to the body, tested it again
to make sure my meddling hadn't caused any short circuits, and that completed its renovation.
In conclusion, it obviously wasn't the quick job I intended and at £117 (which might get reduced if I can sell the
surplus transfers at our next show) it wasn't cheap either. One harsh lesson learned is that there are many
unexpected pitfalls when modelling an individual loco, from an unfamiliar railway company and in an unfamiliar
scale as you have none of the necessary parts in stock. Then, when you have identified what parts you need, you
have no idea where to buy them and a lot of time is expended trawling around the internet. When you eventually
find them, you have to trust to luck that they are what they seem and that they represent reasonable value for
money. For instance, the Laurie Griffin parts, Modelu figures and Railtec transfers were superb, but the
Modelmaster transfers were a disappointment and the registration of the red line against the cream/grey line on
the Fox lining was inconsistent, making the mating of the corners and straights difficult. The exercise was
frustrating, interesting and pleasurable in equal measures, but I'm happy with the way it turned out and it has
given Alan's Terrier a new lease of life. You never know, one day I may find someone with an O gauge layout who
will let me give it a spin.
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Oil Train – Yeehaw!

I thought it would be interesting to have a brief overview of the movement of oil by train, as we’ll
have at least one block train on Finchley. This information has been garnered from the HMRSpublished book by Alan Coppin, ‘Oil on the Rails’, an interesting read.

Here’s 9F 92136 slogging up Lickey Bank, banked by an unknown loco(s). 9Fs and 8Fs seem to feature
regularly on the block trains.
The first recorded imports of oil date back to 1860, and the RCH first considered the construction of
rail oil tanks in 1868.
The oldest refinery in the UK was Pumpherston, adjacent to the new town of Livingstone. It was built
in 1884 (but closed in 1914) and was the first of 25 refineries to have been built in the UK.
As of
1999 only 12 remained. Shell and BP owned 5 each, Esso, Burmah and Wiggins 2 each, and one each
for Mobil, Briggs, Philmac, Fina/Total, Gulf, Amoco, Philips, Texaco and Conoco.
There were a number of important rail distribution centres. Purfleet and Ardrossan could
accommodate 100 wagons, Bowling 150, Hull 200, Thames Haven, Llandarcy and Manchester 300 each,
Avonmouth 350 and Stanlow an enormous 750 wagons.
Apparently a train could leave Stanlow every
30 minutes!
Oil trains were, unsurprisingly, subject to some route restrictions. Block trains were normally
between 20 and a maximum of 56 wagons, though limited to 20 in Scotland and only 16 on the far
north line. Class A trains required 2 barrier wagons at each end.
The motor industry really started to expand after the First World War and by 1940 there were 6,905
oil tanks in service; by the end of WW2 it have grown to 9,136, and by 1960 about 12,000.
In 1954 there were around 80 block trains daily, but most oil tanks were moved in general goods
trains.
By this time there had been 120 oil companies recorded in the RCH handbook, with 245
depots at 195 locations. The highlights were Trafford Park, Manchester, with no less than 17 separate
Alan Cooper
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rail depots, 11 depots at Netherfield and Colwick and 9 at Stanlow. The trains through Finchley
seemed to be principally between the Thames estuary and Avonmouth.
The book has around
a dozen drawings of
RCH wagons from
1907 onwards,
covering 10T to 35T.
The most common
we’d have seen in
the ‘50s would have
been 14T tanks,
though there were
some 20T tanks
around. The 14T
tanks barrels were
originally held in
place by ropes and
stays, but from 1942
an anchor mount was developed. The photo of the
Shell wagons shows the pre-war arrangement
35T tanks were introduced from 1957 for class A
and class B fuels, plus a creosote tank for BR and a
bitumen tank in 1959, but the 14T anchor mount
design was still being built into the 1960s. 100T
bogie wagons didn’t appear until 1966.
The photo left appears to show bitumen tanks
(though I’m not certain) and the final picture
shows two Esso 35T tanks in different liveries.
The black tank is a Class B (it has a hand-wheel on
the roof) and would be heated for more viscous
payloads. The other is silver and is a Class A for
the more readily flammable liquids.
Pictures from Creative Commons sources.
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TRAFFIC NOTICE

East-West Rail
England’s Economic heartlands has published a study for freight traffic on the route.
A local MP is pushing for the route to be via Cambourne, and Suffolk County Council has called for
greater service improvements in the county to link with EWR.
Great Northern & ECML route
The current LNER contract expires on 28/6/2020, but a DFT approval may allow an extension of up to
5 years.
As the Azumas roll out the class 91s are being displaced or withdrawn, Grand Union is proposing using
them with Mk4 coaches on Paddington – Lanelli services between 2021 and 2023. Azumas will work to
Lincoln from October.
The first class 91 to be withdrawn has managed 7.6 million service miles in about 30 years – by
comparison Flying Scotsman managed 2.08 million miles in 40 years.
LNER is planning to rationalise ticketing next year, withdrawing return tickets. Single tickets only,
with Anytime, Super off-peak and Advance, with fares adjusted accordingly.
Kings Cross development work is deferred from this Christmas to Christmas 2020, with half the station
to be shut down. The work will include reinstating 2 tracks through Gasworks Tunnel, to increase to
6 tracks. They say further main line blockade announcements are to come. Presumably these will
encompass the ongoing work to add platform 5 to Stevenage, and the Werrington dive-under which are
already advancing.
Get ‘em while they’re ‘ot!
Here’s a HST still in service, seen at the former Three Counties station site in Arlesey. It’s in LNER
livery and is working the 1D09 10:03 Kings Cross to Leeds, 4 September.
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued and ongoing from No 10–
 Oerlikon units:
I recently received the latest journal from the
London North Western Railway Society, and was
very pleasantly surprised to find there was a
feature on the Oerlikon EMUs, having only just
presented my own notes in the last Newsletter.
What interested me particularly were the words
relative to “the forthcoming London Road Models
kit”. Exciting news, but still no date as yet.
Pete Stanton has been given a set of parts to test
it out!

Continued from 21, and remains open
 The Committee has suggested we may begin
to consider what layout is built next. We must,
of course, progress Finchley and Aylesbury, so
this is regarded as a longer term idea and
therefore we will use the time to ensure the
project would be fully debated and planned from
the outset. It will be aided enormously if it will
make use of the trestles and beams and is not a
large scheme! The floor is open to your
proposals.
Currently we have a small selection of ideas
from Bob, primarily as adaptations or additions
to the club’s existing layouts – e.g. variations on
a docks area for Sutton, an additional baseboard
for Cheriton to make a through line. Jim has
suggested a preserved line scheme, and there’s a
suggestion for Cromer Beach.


 Standing item:
Do you have stock suitable for running on club
layouts? Or maybe you need to bring stock in for
advice from other members?
If you want your stock to run on club layouts then it
will need to conform to minimum standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than ‘train
set’, using code 75 track, and Aylesbury (N scale) is
using fine code 40. For any layout we need to stock
it with appropriate items conforming to those track
standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles, back-tobacks and couplings that will enable the layout to
operate smoothly. The OO layouts use Sprat &
Winkle couplings, Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and region,
with loco crew, lamps, corridor connections,
passengers, wagon loads, weathering – all such
details that help lift the presentation of any layout.

‘Firing in the Fifties at Hitchin’
Dave Tierney is the former fireman of this book title,
and Bern thoroughly enjoyed the read. If you might
like a copy you can get one from Dave – in Australia.
With the exchange rates and postage it’d cost about
£15. Ask Bern for contact details.

Club shirts – do you need a new one?
Contact Alan C if you do – we have the following
in stock:
Polo – White (S, M), Green (L)
Sweat – Grey (S, M x2, L , XL)
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AND FINALLY…

An oddment this time, courtesy of Bern and his mate Dave Tierney.

Armed with the success of Little
Wonder on the Ffestiniog Railway,
Robert Fairlie staged a series of
very successful demonstrations on
the Ffestiniog line in February 1870
to high-powered delegations from
many parts of the world. Following
the demonstrations, locomotives
were built for many British colonies
and, in 1879, the first Government
railway line to be built in Western
Australia, from Geraldton on the
West Coast to the lead mining town
of Northampton, ordered two
double Fairlies as its third and
fourth items of motive power.
Apparently, they were not regarded
as successful. The only really
successful uses of the Fairlie
locomotive, other than on the
Ffestiniog Railway, were in Mexico,
New Zealand, and Russia (on the
Transcaucasian Railway).
Presumably, the photo shows one of
the locomotives, as delivered to the
Geraldton and Northampton Railway
in 1879.
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